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Changes in Landing Mechanics in Patients
Following Anterior Cruciate Ligament
Reconstruction When Wearing an
Extension Constraint Knee Brace
Robert J. Butler, PT, DPT, PhD,*†‡ Boyi Dai, PhD,‡ William E. Garrett, MD, PhD,§
and Robin M. Queen, PhD‡§
Background: Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction is associated with a high incidence of second tears (graft
tears and contralateral ACL tears). These secondary tears have been attributed to asymmetrical lower extremity mechanics.
Knee bracing is one potential intervention that can be used during rehabilitation that has the potential to normalize lower
extremity asymmetry; however, little is known about the effect of bracing on movement asymmetry in patients following
ACL reconstruction.
Hypothesis: Wearing a knee brace would increase knee joint flexion and joint symmetry. It was also expected that the
joint mechanics would become more symmetrical in the braced condition.
Objective: To examine how knee bracing affects knee joint function and symmetry over the course of rehabilitation in
patients 6 months following ACL reconstruction.
Study Design: Controlled laboratory study.
Level of Evidence: Level 3.
Methods: Twenty-three adolescent patients rehabilitating from ACL reconstruction surgery were recruited for the study.
The subjects all underwent a motion analysis assessment during a stop-jump activity with and without a functional knee
brace on the surgical side that resisted extension for 6 months following the ACL reconstruction surgery. Statistical analysis
utilized a 2 × 2 (limb × brace) analysis of variance with a significant alpha level of 0.05.
Results: Subjects had increased knee flexion on the surgical side when they were braced. The brace condition increased
knee flexion velocity, decreased the initial knee flexion angle, and increased the ground reaction force and knee extension
moment on both limbs. Side-to-side asymmetry was present across conditions for the vertical ground reaction force and
knee extension moment.
Conclusion: Wearing a knee brace appears to increase lower extremity compliance and promotes normalized loading on
the surgical side.
Clinical Relevance: Knee extension constraint bracing in postoperative ACL patients may improve symmetry of lower extremity
mechanics, which is potentially beneficial in progressing rehabilitation and reducing the incidence of second ACL tears.
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nterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstructions are one of
the most common lower extremity surgical procedures
associated with sports injury.12,17,30 ACL injuries often
require extensive rehabilitation following surgery to return
individuals to their prior level of function.15 During
rehabilitation, an outcome goal is to normalize the function of
the surgical side.5,21 Unfortunately, current research suggests that
patients undergoing rehabilitation continue to exhibit
asymmetrical lower extremity function, which is associated with
high second tear rates (second ipsilateral or first
contralateral).11,20,21,25,27 The rate of a second ACL injury is twice
as high in adolescents, which increases the potential for longterm disability because of an increase in the incidence of knee
osteoarthritis 10 to 12 years following surgery as a result of the
injury.31 To optimize patient function following ACL
reconstruction, it is imperative that we understand how both
surgery and rehabilitation affect lower extremity function.
The aim of knee bracing is to improve joint function and
protect the joint from injury while the graft is healing.18,26
Previous research has suggested that functional knee braces
may alter knee joint mechanics during jump landings.16,35,36 The
ACL is under greatest tension when the knee is in extension,32
which prompted the development of a knee brace that resists
knee joint extension. Research has suggested that individuals
wearing the brace exhibit increases in knee flexion at initial
contact and decreases in peak knee flexion during a jump
landing.16,36 Studies of knee braces without an extension
constraint mechanism suggest that braces decrease peak knee
flexion in healthy subjects. No data were reported on knee
flexion at initial contact when the ACL is under the greatest
loads.32,35 However, the effect of a functional knee brace with
an extension constraint mechanism has not been previously
studied in ACL patients during a jumping task. Since it is well
established that patients following ACL reconstruction move
differently than controls, it is important to examine specifically
how individuals function with bracing.13,33,34 Bilateral symmetry
is a desired functional standard during rehabilitation.5,25,27 These
characteristics are often utilized for discharge criteria as it relates
to range of motion, strength, and function.2,3
Thus, the purpose of this study was to examine the effects of a
functional knee brace that resisted terminal extension on knee
mechanics and bilateral symmetry during a stop-jump landing in
patients 6 months following ACL reconstruction. It was hypothesized
that wearing the brace would increase knee joint flexion and joint
symmetry. It was also expected that the joint mechanics would
become more symmetrical in the braced condition.

Methods
Subjects
All subjects signed an informed consent form that had been
approved by the Medical Center’s Institutional Review Board prior
to study initiation. Fourteen female and 9 male adolescent patients
(mean age, 16.2 ± 1.2 years; mean height, 1.7 ± 0.1 m; mean mass,
72.2 ± 15.6 kg; time following ACL reconstruction, 6.2 ± 0.6

months) participated in the study at approximately 6 months
following ACL reconstruction surgery. All subjects received an ACL
tibial tunnel–independent reconstruction with a hamstring graft.1
Fifteen of 23 patients had a concomitant meniscus repair or
meniscectomy. Patients were excluded from this study if they had
a previous ACL reconstruction surgery or any history of other
lower extremity surgeries. All subjects were high school or
collegiate athletes who were expected to return to cutting and
jumping sports following surgery. Following surgery, all subjects
completed a traditional rehabilitation program under the direction
of a licensed physical therapist in their local community.
Data Collection Procedure
The warm-up protocol and marker placement used in this study
have been previously reported.9 Subjects had 46 retroreflective
markers placed on various lower extremity landmarks to track
segmental motion during testing (Figures 1a and 1b). Threedimensional coordinate data were collected using an 8-camera
motion capture system at a sampling rate of 120 Hz (Motion
Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, California), while the ground
reaction forces were collected using 2 force plates that were
embedded in the walkway and were sampling at 2400 Hz
(AMTI, Watertown, Massachusetts). During testing, subjects
performed 5 vertical stop-jump tasks with and without the
functional knee brace on the surgical limb (DonJoy
Orthopaedics LLC, Vista, California).9 Prior to testing, all patients
had been released by the treating surgeon for sports
participation including and not limited to running, cutting, and
jumping. All subjects were instructed to use the brace during
recreational activities for a minimum of 4 weeks prior to testing.
During the vertical stop-jump task, subjects ran straight forward
taking off on 1 foot, landing on 2 feet, and taking off again on 2
feet.8 The approach run was up to 5 steps but the distance of
approach was not restricted. Subjects were instructed to
approach as fast as they could and jump as high as they could
safely, with no instructions on how to land or what to do with
their arms. Subjects practiced the task between 3 and 5 times
until they were comfortable with the movement. The nonbraced
condition was tested first, followed by the braced condition.
Subjects were allowed adequate rest between trials and between
conditions to minimize the effects of fatigue.
Data Reduction and Analysis
The coordinate data were filtered using a low-pass Butterworth
filter at 12 Hz. The ground reaction force data were filtered
using a low-pass Butterworth filter at 100 Hz. Time series data
for the kinematics and kinetics variables were calculated using
Visual 3D software (C-Motion, Bethesda, Maryland). Joint angles
were calculated as Cardan angles between adjacent local
segments, and joint moments were calculated through an
inverse dynamic approach and transferred into the local
segment coordinate system and were expressed as internal
moments. Ground reaction forces were normalized to body
weight. Joint moments were normalized to body weight and
height. All data were analyzed from the first point of contact on
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Figure 1. Marker set utilized during the data collection.

the force plates, the initial land phase, until the subject left the
plate again at takeoff.
Because of the importance of sagittal plane biomechanics in
determining ACL loading, sagittal plane variables at specific
events were extracted for analysis.32 Knee flexion and knee
flexion velocity were examined at initial contact and peak
during the landing phase. The knee flexion angle was also
examined at the time of the peak knee flexion velocity. The
peak vertical ground reaction force (VGRF) was examined
during the weight acceptance and propulsion phases of the
jump.23 Finally, the peak knee extension moment and the knee
extension moment at peak knee flexion velocity were
calculated. Because peak knee flexion was chosen as an
evaluation variable, published data present evidence6 that peak
knee flexion velocity and ACL injuries typically occur within the
first 20% of the landing stance phase. The linear speed of the
sacral marker from the 1-footed takeoff to the 2-footed landing
was used to quantify approaching speed. Jump height was
calculated by subtracting the vertical coordinate of the sacral
marker during the static trial from the maximum vertical

coordinate of the sacral marker during jump trials. The
extractions of the dependent variables from the time series
output were performed using subroutines developed in Matlab
R2010a (MathWorks Inc, Natick, Massachusetts).
The approach speed and jump height were compared
between the nonbraced and braced conditions using paired
t tests. The kinematic and kinetic variables of interest were
compared between the braced and nonbraced conditions and
between the surgical and nonsurgical limbs using a series of
repeated-measures analyses of variance (brace × limb). Tukey
post hoc testing was conducted to evaluate the simple main
effect if a significant interaction was found. Type I error was
established at 0.05 for significance. Statistical analyses were
completed in SPSS 12.0.1 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois).

Results
No significant differences were observed in jump height
between the nonbraced and braced conditions (nonbraced,
0.37 ± 0.10 m; braced, 0.36 ± 0.10 m; P = 0.14). However,
3
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Table 1. Means ± standard deviations of dependent variables for the braced (B) and nonbraced (NB) condition on the surgical (S)
and nonsurgical (NS) limbs and the associated P values of the statistical tests
P Valuesa
Variables

S-NB

NS-NB

S-B

NS-B

Brace ME

Limb ME

Int

Initial knee flexion
velocity, deg/s

158.4 ± 174.0 150.8 ± 143.1 196.0 ± 167.6 181.0 ± 133.3

0.02

0.74

0.63

Peak knee flexion
velocity, deg/s

701.0 ± 101.2 731.8 ± 108.4 733.5 ± 124.7 791.1 ± 116.6

<0.01

0.05

0.16

Initial knee flexion
angle, deg

19.8 ± 7.1

19.0 ± 8.2

18.3 ± 7.0

16.6 ± 7.1

0.01

0.46

0.59

Knee flexion angle
at peak flexion
velocity, deg

39.0 ± 5.7

39.0 ± 6.7

38.4 ± 6.1

38.3 ± 5.9

0.22

0.94

0.99

Peak knee flexion
angle, deg

72.3 ± 8.0

73.2 ± 8.3

75.0 ± 9.4

73.8 ± 9.7

0.06

0.91

0.01

Peak impact VGRF, BW

1.6 ± 0.5

2.0 ± 0.6

1.8 ± 0.5

2.2 ± 0.6

<0.01

<0.01

0.98

Peak propulsion VGRF,
BW

1.2 ± 0.2

1.4 ± 0.2

1.3 ± 0.2

1.4 ± 0.2

0.51

<0.01

0.79

Knee extension
moment at peak
knee flexion velocity,
BW*BH

0.04 ± 0.03

0.07 ± 0.03

0.05 ± 0.03

0.08 ± 0.03

<0.01

<0.01

0.70

Peak knee extension
moment, BW*BH

0.10 ± 0.03

0.14 ± 0.03

0.11 ± 0.03

0.15 ± 0.03

0.03

<0.01

0.30

ME, main effect; Int, interaction (all reported in P values); VGRF, vertical ground reaction force; BW, body weight; BH, body height.
a
Boldfaced values indicate statistical significance.

subjects had a faster approach speed during the braced
condition when compared with the nonbraced condition
(nonbraced, 2.16 ± 0.50 m/s; braced, 2.32 ± 0.51 m/s; P < 0.01).
With regard to the kinematics (Table 1, Figures 2 and 3), a
significant interaction was found for the peak knee flexion
angle. Post hoc testing indicated that the brace condition
increased the peak knee flexion angle only on the surgical limb.
The main effects for the braced condition were an increased
initial knee flexion velocity (P < 0.02) and peak knee flexion
velocity (P < 0.01) but decreased the initial knee flexion angle
(P < 0.01). No main effects for limb were observed.
With regard to the kinetics (Table 1, Figures 4 and 5), the
braced condition significantly increased the ground reaction
force by 10% during the early stance phase and increased the
knee extension moments during the early and middle portions
of the stance phase. The surgical knee demonstrated a
statistically significant decrease in the vertical ground reaction

force and a decrease in the knee extension moment during the
entire stance phase when compared with the nonsurgical knee.
No interaction was observed for the kinetic variables. The main
effects for the brace condition showed that when wearing the
brace, there was a statistically significant increase in the peak
impact VGRF, knee extension moment at peak knee flexion
velocity, and the peak knee extension moment (Table 1).
A statistically significant decrease in the peak impact VGRF,
peak propulsion VGRF, knee extension moment at peak knee
flexion velocity, and peak knee extension moment was
recorded for the surgical limb when compared with the
nonsurgical limb (Table 1).

Discussion
The use of a functional knee brace to normalize movement
following ACL reconstruction has been debated.15,18 Current
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Figure 2. Knee flexion angle trajectories during the landing
phase of the stop jump for the surgical (S) and nonsurgical
(NS) limbs in the braced (B) and nonbraced (NB) conditions.
BW, body weight.

Figure 3. Knee flexion velocity trajectories during the
landing phase of the stop jump for the surgical (S) and
nonsurgical (NS) limbs in the braced (B) and nonbraced (NB)
conditions. BW, body weight; BH, body height.

research suggests that patients following ACL reconstruction
exhibit functional asymmetries up to 2 years following the
surgery.14,16,19,20,23,35 In these studies, the surgical knee has
decreased function and moves through a decreased range of
motion during eccentric loading.2,13,18 Recently, the asymmetry
in knee kinetics was associated with an elevated risk of
sustaining a second ACL tear.35 The current study suggests that
ACL reconstruction patients alter their landing kinematics and
kinetics when wearing a knee brace that resists terminal
extension (Figures 2-5).
The brace increased knee flexion on the surgical side to a
greater degree than the nonsurgical side; the nonsurgical side
exhibited no change between the conditions tested. This supports
our initial hypothesis in which we expected an increase in knee
flexion when using the brace. However, this is contradictory to
previous reports in healthy subjects.6,8,16 The differences are likely
because of the differences in the subject population (ACL

Figure 4. Vertical ground reaction forces during the landing
phase of the stop jump for the surgical (S) and nonsurgical
(NS) limbs in the braced (B) and nonbraced (NB) conditions.

Figure 5. Knee extension moment trajectories during the
landing phase of the stop jump for the surgical (S) and
nonsurgical (NS) limbs in the braced (B) and nonbraced (NB)
conditions.

reconstruction vs healthy controls), brace condition, as well as
the amount of time that the subjects were allowed to acclimate to
the brace.10,26,27 As a result, ACL patients were more likely
accommodated to the brace condition and responded differently
than an individual wearing the brace for the first time.29
During the brace condition, there was an increase in the knee
flexion velocities for both limbs; however, there was a decrease
in the knee flexion angle at initial contact for both limbs. The
flexion velocity findings were expected and desirable since
these results suggest that the brace was promoting an earlier
reduction in tension on the ACL, based on previous work, with
the increasing rate of flexion on landing.32 On the contrary,
reduced knee flexion at initial contact in the brace condition
was contrary to our hypothesis and based on bracing literature
in healthy controls. Previous work using the same brace
observed the opposite finding where the brace promoted
increased knee flexion at initial contact.36 Interestingly, the
average peak knee flexion is approximately 10° greater in the
5
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healthy controls in the prior study.36 This observation supports
previous research suggesting fundamental differences between
the ACL reconstructed and control subjects.1,10,13,27
The brace altered whole body and local kinetic values during
the stop-jump landing (Figures 4 and 5). During the brace
condition, the increased vertical ground reaction force and knee
extension moment was unexpected but correlates with the
increased approach speed in the brace condition. The brace
may have increased confidence to accelerate and decelerate
faster, which could result in an increase in the vertical ground
reaction force and the resultant knee joint moments.
Across both of the brace test conditions there was a consistent
difference in the total body and local knee joint kinetics (Table
1, Figures 4 and 5). The peak vertical ground reaction force and
the peak knee extension moments were elevated on the ACL
side, consistent with prior research.7,14,22,24,27 Kinetic asymmetries
in the lower extremity may elevate the risk for a second ACL
rupture.1
There are several limitations to the study, including unknown
compliance in brace use. The patients’ compliance and knee
joint loading while wearing the brace likely affect each
individual’s landing mechanics. Another limitation is that the
testing order was not randomized. This limitation would have a
larger implication if fatigue occurred. However, the 16 to 20
stop-jump trials produced minimal exertion. In addition, the
adolescent population and small sample size limits the external
validity.31 Finally, this study is limited because of the surfacebased motion capture protocol as opposed to bone pins for the
tracking of segmental motion during the trials. Previous research
studies have shown the error provided by surface-based
methodology.4,28

Conclusion
The current study suggests that wearing this knee brace
promotes increased knee flexion and knee flexion velocity
during these maneuvers. However, large bilateral asymmetries
still remain 6 months following surgery, which may be
associated with the risk for a contralateral ACL tear.
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